FACTORS DETERMINING SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN
TRAFFIC VOLUMES
M. SPŁAWIēSKA 1
Abstract: The characteristics of seasonal variations in traffic volumes are used for a variety of purposes, for
example to determine the basic parameters describing annual average daily traffic – AADT, and design hourly
volume – DHV, analyses of road network reliability, and traffic management. Via these analyses proper
classification of road sections into appropriate seasonal factor groups (SFGs) has a decisive influence on results.
This article, on the basis of computational experiments (models of artificial neural networks, discriminatory
analysis), aims to identify which factors have the greatest impact on the allocation of a section of road to the
corresponding SFG, based on short-term measurements. These factors are presented as qualitative data: the Polish
region, spatial relationships, functions of road, cross-sections, technical class; and quantitative data: rush hour
traffic volume.
Keywords: roads, traffic volume, traffic management, classification of traffic volume, data collection

1. INTRODUCTION
Continuous automatic recording of traffic behaviours provides valuable information necessary for the
planning, design, and maintenance of road sections and intersections. This allows for the direct
determination of the basic parameter describing traffic that is the Annual Average Daily Traffic
(AADT). AADT indicates the number of vehicles passing through a given section of road in a 24hour period, on average, over the span of one year. In addition, thanks to the continuous recording of
traffic, it is possible to determine seasonal traffic variations, allowing for the execution of a simplified
conversion of traffic volumes from short-term measurements into AADT
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(on road sections where permanent counters - PTCs - are not installed). In practice, the division of
the road network into the so-called seasonal factor groups (SFGs) is performed and the conversion
factors of daily traffic volumes into AADT are determined (the share of the monthly average daily
traffic in the annual average daily traffic). In addition, these characteristics (profiles of seasonal
variations) are used in road network reliability analysis [17], in the new approach of determining
design volumes based on generalized costs (economic analyses) [2], and in making decisions within
the Intelligent Transportation Systems and general traffic management. The most effective way of
grouping sections of roads is through a combination of expert knowledge (on the basis of
functional/geographical placement [3 - 5, 13, 15, 16, 22]) with one of the mathematical methods
(cluster analysis, discriminant analysis, multiple linear regression, genetic algorithms, artificial neural
networks, or hybrid models such as the combination of the fuzzy sets theory with neural networks [1,
4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12]). As explanatory variables, data describing road sections (functional class,
location, number of lanes), road users (traffic character, destination), and demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics are commonly used. The predominant criterion is data on trip-purpose
and trip-length characteristics (division of rural roads into commuter, business, long distance,
recreational). This information can only be acquired directly from road users via interview surveys,
or from Floating Car Data (data not commonly available). It should also be noted that due to the
uncertain relationship between the optimal number of seasonal factor groups and the explanatory
variables, there is no clear answer as to how many groups there should be. According to US guidelines
[1, 5], the most common number of groups found in existing literature is between 3 and 5. This is a
compromise between the accuracy of estimating values on their basis (using typical traffic variation
profiles) and the possibility of defining the attributes of the classification of the road to a given group.
Currently, in Poland, two SFGs are defined [14]: roads of economic and tourist-recreational nature
traffic patterns (typical profiles of seasonal variations are available on the official GDDKiA website
[24]), which in light of previous studies [18, 19] seems to be too general. Classification of sections
into a given group is based on Sunday and holiday traffic. Roads of an economic nature are
characterized by low seasonal traffic variations (summer time) and average daily traffic on Sundays,
which is 140% lower than the average daily traffic on weekdays, while roads of a tourist-recreational
nature are characterized by increased traffic in the summer months (VII, VIII); 40% higher than the
AADT, and average daily traffic on Sundays 40% higher than the average daily traffic on weekdays.
Naturally, this data is very imprecise and difficult to determine without observing traffic volumes
across a longer period of time. Although F. Zhao, M. Li, and L. Chow proposed a fuzzy decision tree
to assign road sections into SFG [23], this method requires a lot of input data (including the percentage
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of seasonal households, hotel populations, retail employment ratios, percentage of high-income
retired households) that are not easily available. The method alone is very vulnerable to missing data.
In addition, a slight improvement in the accuracy was achieved in the case where the geographic
location of the models was taken into account. As indicated by the existing national works [18, 19],
a very important grouping factor is the Polish region and interactions with neighboring cities. The
discriminant analysis proposed by I. Tsapakis, W. Schneider, A. Bolbol, and A. Skarlatidou [21] and
the artificial neural network model proposed by T. Pamuła [11], are also based solely on quantitative
variables such as time-of-day factors, daily traffic volumes or, in the case of SSN, hourly volumes;
therefore, they have limited capabilities of practical use in countrywide conditions.
The aim of this article is to determine unambiguous attributes allowing for the proper assignment of
road sections as it pertains specifically to Polish applications, on the basis of short-term
measurements, into the appropriate group of seasonal variations. The more effective the assignment,
the more accurate the estimation of design volumes, road reliability, as well as better traffic
management and, consequently, an increase in the quality of road solutions.

2. CONSTRUCTION AND VERIFICATION OF THE DATABASE
The creation of a reliable database of the traffic volumes of road networks was the most labourintensive part of the analysis. The issues taken into consideration were limited to national rural roads
of the following cross-sections: single carriageway – two-way two-lane (1x2 – one lane for traffic in
each direction) and multi-lane (1x4 – two lanes for traffic in each direction) and dual carriageway –
multi-lane (2x2 – two lanes for traffic in each direction). The study used the data from permanent
traffic count stations from the years 2000 to 2015, which allowed for continuous automatic recording
of traffic for each category of vehicle and direction. In total, data was obtained from 86 measuring
sections. In the absence of complete data, the missing traffic volumes up to two hours were input by
linear interpolation and treated as complete. The lack of more than two hours in a day excludes the
day from analysis. In the absence of the required number of days (for each month a minimum of 14
days was required, whereas each of the day of the week must be represented two times), the measuring
station was excluded (each station has obtained, at minimum, one year's data so analyses were
conducted for all 86 stations). A complement of the above-mentioned database was information about
the characteristics of road sections and their environment in the zones of measuring cross-sections,
which provided the following data on traffic volumes:
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• location – region of Poland (according to the breakdown resulting from forecast GDP growth rates
[25]): central; south; east; northwest; southwest; north,
• technical class: A (motorways); S (expressways); GP (main roads, accelerated motion),
• cross-section: 1x2; 1x4; 2x2,
• interaction with neighboring cities (provincial or with a population exceeding 200,000
inhabitants): < 20 km; > 20 km; no interaction,
• function of roads: main route connecting the north and south of Poland (yes or no); departure
routes towards border crossings (yes or no); summer and winter tourism area (yes or no).

3. ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF SEASONAL TRAFFIC VOLUME
VARIATIONS
In order to determine the characteristics of seasonal traffic volume variations, analyses were first
performed to determine the effect of the directional distribution of traffic on the seasonal traffic
volume variations. To standardize the data, analyses were carried out in relation to average share
values of the daily traffic volume of each month during the annual average daily traffic (AADT).
First, shares were determined for all stations for subsequent years, taking into account each group’s
volumes in the road cross-section and directions 1 and 2. Next, for each of the groups (for each year
separately), the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) between the determined shares was
calculated: for the road cross-section and direction 1 with respect to the cross-section, and in the same
way for direction 2. Analyses show that in the case of seasonal variations, the directional distribution
has little effect on the share of individual months in the AADT (average MAPE <1.1%). In order to
confirm statistical significance in the daily volumes per the individual directions, a paired difference
test was performed at a significance level  = 0.05. A parametric test was used for dependent samples;
a null hypothesis stating that the average value of the difference of paired figures is zero was tested.
The paired data are average daily volumes of a given month of the year in direction 1 and direction
2. The result of the test indicates that, in most cases, the differences in daily volumes in the individual
directions are statistically significant, but small. There is no need, therefore, to take into account the
directional distribution in the case of seasonal variation. Therefore, further analyses were conducted
only with respect to the road cross-section.
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In the next step of analyses, the following procedures were implemented:
• determination of seasonal variation indicators, as defined by GDDKiA – formula 3.1, separately
for each station and, initially, for each year from which data is available, and then as an average
of all the years. This approach allows for better avoidance of accidental impacts (movable public
holidays, extreme weather conditions). Relative profiles obtained in this way will be used to divide
the road network into homogeneous traffic sections,

(3.1)

Wj =

MADT
AADT

where:
Wj – monthly factor is the ratio of monthly (e.g. January) average daily traffic (MADT) to the AADT.

• division of the road network into homogeneous traffic sections, meaning those with similar traffic
patterns in the analyzed period. For this purpose, a cluster analysis was used – the basic idea being
to divide the objects in such a way that the degree of linkage of objects belonging to one of the
groups is the largest, and, among the groups, as small as possible [20]. Cluster analysis is not a
statistical test but a collection of different algorithms which group objects into clusters (detection
of data structures without explaining why they occur). Due to separate analyses conducted in
engineering practices regarding Two-Lane Highways, multilane Highways, and Freeways [7],
division was allotted into these three groups.Based on the shape of the seasonal variation profiles
and the agglomeration algorithm as well as k-means clustering, the network of national roads was
divided into: three groups – A, S-class roads, and GP with cross-section 1x2; one groups – GP
with cross-section 1x4 or 2x2. Details of the similar analyses are given in [19],
• determination of representative and relative traffic volume variation profiles as average values for
each of the homogeneous traffic sections. In Tab. 1, a description of each traffic volume variation
profile (with distinctive characteristics of the roads and their surroundings) and the sample size
were presented. In further analyses, the profile symbol is associated with the seasonal variation
group. It should be noted that only profile G (all cases) and T (A- and S-class roads), representing
respectively 77% and 2% of the cases, is similar to the typical profile presented on the GDDKiA
website [24] for the routes, respective of the economic and tourism-recreation nature of traffic
patterns. Profile GT (all cases) representing 20% of the cases has a profile between two typical
profile from the GDDKiA website (average difference between profiles G and GT is about 20%
of AADT, so half the size of the current approach). This points to the need for a new definition of
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the so-called nature of traffic patterns (now, the division is made on the basis of Sunday and
holiday traffic). Fig. 1 shows the location of permanent traffic count stations assigned to a certain
group of seasonal variations (additionally, marked with a star, road sections qualified for a SFG
on the basis of data from 2016 posted on the GDDKiA website),

Table 1. Description of traffic volume variation profiles and characteristics of the roads and their
surroundings

Profile
symbol

Variation
description

G

small seasonal
traffic variation

GT
T

marked seasonal
traffic variation
Large seasonal
traffic variation

Sample
size
14
1
9
2
2
2

Polish region

Spatial relationship

A and S class roads
1, 4
4
6
1
2, 3, 5
4
4
1 (outside the city of Poznan)
6
3
4

3

function
off the 1
4
4
4
4
1

GP class roads (1x4 or 2x2)
G

small seasonal
traffic variation

13

17
G

GT
T

small seasonal
traffic variation

marked seasonal
traffic variation
Large seasonal
traffic variation

6
6
11
1
1

7

4

GP class roads (1x2)
1a, 1b, 3a, 3b,
4
4a, 4b, 2, 5
1 (including the city of
1c, 3c, 4c
Koszalin), 2, 4 - when function
2
6
1, 2, 4 when function 2
1c, 3c, 4c, 6
3
2
3
4

3

4
4, when region 4 and
2 - off the 1 and 3
2, 4
2, 4
off the 3
3
1

Key: Polish region: 1 – central (central belt – 1a, south part – 1b, north part – 1c), 2 – south, 3 – east (central belt – 3a,
south part – 3b, north part – 3c), 4 – northwest (central belt – 4a, south part – 4b, north part – 4c), 5 – southwest, 6 –
north, 7 – without significance.
Spatial relationship: 1 – impact of cities at a distance of <25 km, 2 – impact of cities at a distance of >25 km, 3 –
outside the impact of urban agglomerations, 4 – without significance.
function of roads: 1 - main route connecting the north and south of Poland, 2 - departure routes towards border
crossings, 3 – summer and winter tourism area, 4 - not specified.
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Fig. 1. Map of PTC assigned to a certain SFG (source: own study based on GDDKiA, Jakub Makiewicz)

• determination of the effect of public holidays. For this purpose, analyses were performed on data
aggregated to daily volumes and divided into three groups: the first – every day of the year, second
– without public holidays, third – without public holidays and the days directly related to them,
the so-called entire "period" of days off. Days covering the entire "period", following detailed
analyses of daily variation, were determined to significantly deviate from the average values. First,
the annual average values (AADT) and the coefficient of variation  (formula 3.2) were calculated
for each group and the difference was calculated using formula 3.3. Average difference values for
all counters are shown in Tab. 2. As is evident from the analysis, the impact of public holidays on
the value of annual average daily volume is insignificant in the case of all vehicles (average
differences in values of all measuring points do not exceed 1.0%). It stands to reason that the effect
of public holidays is small, but not negligible.

(3.2)

σ
ε = ( ) × 100 [%]
y

where:
 – coefficient of variation of the studied traffic characteristic (daily traffic volume),  – standard deviation of
the studied traffic characteristic, - average value of the studied traffic characteristic.
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d =(

(3.3)

V ph / ep − V year
V year

) × 100 [%]

where:
d – difference between the AADT value or  determined for all days of the year and the value determined
excluding public holidays or the entire "period" of days off, Vyear – value of AADT or  determined for all days
of the year, Vph/ep – value of AADT or  determined excluding, respectively, public holidays or the entire
"period" of days off.

Table 2. Maximum difference [%] between the values set for: - all days of the year, - without public
holidays, - without public holidays and the days directly related to them
(AADTbdw-AADT)/AADT [%]
0,74

(AADTbco-AADT)/AADT [%]
0,95

(bdw-)/ [%]
6,85

(bco-)/ [%]
9,99

4. APPLICATION OF CALCULATION MODELS IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF
ROADS TO THE APPROPRIATE SEASONAL VARIATION GROUP
In order to confirm the dominant factors classifying rural roads into the appropriate group of seasonal
variations compiled in Tab. 1, two models were used; namely, artificial neural networks and
discriminant analysis. Analyses were performed on data from 2015 to unify the traffic volume in
respect to the road cross-section (roads 1x2) and for the direction of movement (A- and S-class roads
or multilane highways). Due to the deviation of daily volumes from the average values, public
holidays and the days directly related to them were removed from the analysis. Eventually, 33,110
cases were collected regarding rush hour traffic volumes of 68 measured sections characterized by
different types of seasonal variation. A grouping variable (dependent) is a group of seasonal
variations, G or GT – according to Tab. 1 (because of inadequate sample size - three cases - omitted
profile T).

4.1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
The following input variables were used:
• qualitative variables – the value of rush hour traffic volume (VOL),
• qualitative variables – the day of the week, month of the year, Polish region (central, south, east,
northwest, southwest, north), spatial relationship (direct impact of urban areas at a distance of <
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20 km, impact of urban areas at a distance of > 20 km, outside the influence of urban areas), crosssection (1x2 or 1x4/2x2), technical class (A, S, or GP) and the function of roads (departure routes
towards border crossings or not - because of inadequate sample size – one case – omitted summer
and winter tourism areas).
In the case of the central, east, and northwest regions, because of SFG distribution seen in Fig. 1, an
additional division has been introduced : a so-called central belt (main route connecting the east and
west of Poland); north part; south part. The final selection of the optimal set was made automatically
using a genetic algorithm (Tab. 3).
To build the model an automatic network designer, the Statistica software, was chosen. It enables the
automatic selection of a method of network learning, the number of independent variables on the
input and output of the network, the number of neurons in different layers of the network, and random
distribution of data into the training (70%), validation (15%), and test sets (15%). As a selection
criterion of the retained networks, the smallest error for a validation set was adopted. Initially, the
quality of the classification of road sections was tested by neural networks of different types and with
different architecture (linear networks, multilayer perceptron networks, radial basis function
networks, probabilistic neural networks). It turned out that the best results are obtained with a
multilayer perceptron, and therefore, ultimately, only one-way multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks
with one hidden layer were used in the study. Tab. 3 shows the results of the modelling for the 3 best
models obtained including network structure (the number of independent variables on the input and
output of the network and the number of neurons in different layers of the network), the error ratio
obtained from the sensitivity analysis for each variable in the model (impact assessment of
independent variables), and the rank - in decreasing order - of the error ratio. All selected variables
exhibit statistical significance, which supports their functional selection. In all cases, the highest value
of the error ratio (the lowest rank) was obtained for variables Polish region (including additional
breakdown due to the central belt), spatial relationship, and function of road. The lowest value of the
error ratio was obtained for variables the day of the week and month of the year. Among the analyzed
networks, the best quality was obtained for model MLP 39-9-2 – marked in bold in Tab. 3. The
coefficient of correct classification, amounting to 1.0 for all three subsets (training, validation, and
test set) in each of the cases, proves excellent efficiency of the networks. Small errors of training and
validation sets (0.00 and 0.02) testify to the valid generalization properties of the networks. Table 4
shows the statistics for classification problems (compliance of classification of individual cases). As
it can be seen, 100% of the cases were correctly classified into the appropriate seasonal variation
group (according to Fig. 1).
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type and structure of the
network

VOL

day

month

central belt

region of
Poland

Spatial
linking

cross
section

technical
class

border
crossings

Tab. 3. Sensitivity analysis for artificial neural network models

Error Ratio
Rank
Error Ratio
Rank
Error Ratio
Rank

3
7
16
7
36
7

1
8
1
8
1
8

1
9
1
9
1
9

244
1
848
2
7405
2

121
4
497
4
4515
4

204
2
1066
1
9004
1

10
6
155
5
169
5

9
5
12
6
2706
6

168
3
583
3
5186
3

39-11-2
39-6-2
39-9-2



Tab. 4. Classification statistics for the best SSN model
All
Correct
Incorrect
Correct (%)
Incorrect (%)

Profile G
20024
20024
0
100
0

Profile GT
3154
3154
0
100
0

4.2. DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
In the case of discriminant analysis, independent variables which showed the value of the error ratio
in the sensitivity analysis for ANN models (more than 1 – Tab. 3) were used. Since these variables
are both continuous (the value of rush hour traffic volume) and qualitative (Polish region, spatial
relationship, cross-section, technical class, function of roads), general discriminant analysis was taken
advantage of in the analyses. Calculations were performed using Statistica software. Due to the
omission of the variables day of the week and month of the year, the number of analyzed cases was
limited to 68 (VOL – value of measurement adopted in the analysis for Wednesday in September).
Due to the lack of studies in known literature regarding the use of the method of the best subset in a
relationship with qualitative predictors [20], this analysis should not be treated as statistical analysis.
Tab. 5 shows a summary of the results of the classification. The first column shows the percentage of
cases which were correctly classified, while the remaining columns contain the number of cases
classified into the appropriate groups. As it can be seen, road sections were classified 100% correctly
into the appropriate seasonal variation groups (according to Fig. 1).
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Tab. 5. Classification matrix of discriminant analysis

class
Profile G
Profile GT
All profiles

Percentage of
correct
classification
100,0
100,0
100,0

Profile
G

Profile
GT

57
0
57

0
11
11

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The conducted computational experiments (neural network, general discriminant) have shown that
on the basis of the identified features of traffic, roads, and their surroundings, it can be 100% correctly
classified which road sections belong to the appropriate seasonal variation types. These results
indicate the correct assignment of the impact of these features on seasonal variation. The highest
value of the quotient error was obtained for qualitative variables associated with the location of a
particular section of road (Polish region, including additional breakdown due to the so-called central
belt, spatial relationship, and departure routes towards border crossings), which shows its greatest
impact on the quality of the ANN built. Similarly, for other variables selected (value of rush hour
traffic volume, cross-section, and technical class) statistical significance was obtained, which proves
that their selection was correct. On the other hand, studies indicate that some features of traffic bring
little important information, and can therefore be omitted. These variables are: day of the week and
month of the year. According to the results of previous studies which sought model relationships
between the characteristics of traffic volume variations with time and AADT, taking into account the
characteristics of the roads and their surroundings [18, 19], the most important factors are qualitative
variables associated with the location of the road section and less important qualitative variables such
as the technical class and cross-section as well as quantitative VOL. In order to further verify the
obtained results, especially in the northwest and southwest regions of Poland where only a few PTCs
are located (excluding the so-called central belt, only 15 stations), the GPR2015 data was analyzed.
Comparing the ratio of average daily traffic in July and August to the annual average daily traffic,
sections with similar characteristics to profile G and GT were identified (respectively, ratio lower
than 1.20 and between 1.20 and 1.55). The upper value of 1.55, which is connected with profile T,
has not been identified. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 2. It can be noted that profile GT
(northwest region), occurs only on routes leading to coastal cities such as Ustka, Kolobrzeg, or
Swinoujscie, and on the main route connecting the north and south of Poland (S3) but only to the area
of the city of Zielona Gora, which complements the previous analysis. The only divergence from
earlier analyses occurs in the case of station 32116, which was classified to a GT profile based on
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cluster analysis, but it was an ambiguous case located at the boundary of two clusters while assigning
one direction to a G profile and the other to a GT (the only such case). In the Pomeranian and
Kuyavian-Pomeranian counties, the GT profile occurs only within A1 (up to the area of the city of
Lodz) and DK7 (DK91 was not confirmed), which may indicate the need for additional division of
the northern region. On the other hand, results of GPR2015 are based on short-term measurements
and are subject to a high risk of error, so research should continue (it has been shown that the use
tools are useful in the analysis of traffic data and may be helpful in future studies, as the available
traffic data will successively increase). In the case of the southwest region of Poland, profile GT has
not been identified, which is consistent with earlier findings. It can therefore be concluded that, based
on the measurement of rush hour traffic volumes and section location (unique values), the road
section can be effectively assigned to the proper seasonal variation group. This approach is a departure
from traditional methods, which are mainly based on quantitative variables (dependent on traffic).
Due to the promising result of the analysis, the present approach can be used by road administration
entities as a supporting tool for the definition of SFG, which allows for a decrease in the need of
engineering judgment (which is often subjective). It should also be noted that the currentlyrecommended division of rural roads into two seasonal factor groups is insufficient. The differences
between typical profiles posted on the website exceed 40% of the AADT value, while for the
presented G and GT profiles (representative of 97% of the cases) the difference does not exceed 26%.
This means that 3% of the roads of a typical recreational nature (traffic in the summer months is
higher by at least 60% of AADT and could reach even 90%) should be analyzed individually, as they
have a decisive influence on the shape of a profile for tourist-recreational roads.

Fig. 2. Map of SFG determined on the basis of the results GPR2015 (source: own study based on [14])
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CZYNNIKI DECYDUJĄCE O ZMIENNOĝCI SEZONOWEJ NATĉĩEē RUCHU
Słowa kluczowe: drogi, nat enie ruch, zarz dzanie ruchem, klasyfikacja nat e ruchu, zbieranie danych

STRESZCZENIE:
Ci gła automatyczna rejestracja ruchu drogowego dostarcza wielu cennych informacji niezb dnych do celów
planistycznych, projektowych i eksploatacyjnych odcinków i skrzy owa
okrelenie sezonowych waha

drogowych. Dzi ki temu mo liwe jest

ruchu umo liwiaj cych wykonanie uproszczonych przelicze

nat e

z pomiarów

krótkotrwałych na redni dobowy ruch w roku (SDR). W praktyce, dokonuje si podziału sieci dróg na tzw. grupy
zmiennoci sezonowej (SFG) i wyznacza si dla nich wska niki przeliczeniowe nat e dobowych na SDR. Ponadto
charakterystyki te wykorzystywane s w analizach niezawodnoci sieci dróg [17], w nowym podejciu wyznaczenia
nat e miarodajnych w oparciu o uogólnione koszty (analizy ekonomiczne) [2] a tak e s przydatne w podejmowaniu
decyzji w Inteligentnych Systemach Transportowych i zarz dzaniu ruchem. W Polsce obecnie wyró nia si dwie grupy
SFG tj. drogi o gospodarczym i turystyczno-rekreacyjnym charakterze przenoszonego ruchu [14], co w wietle
wczeniejszych analiz [18, 19] wydaje si zbyt du ym uogólnieniem. Klasyfikacji odcinków do danej grupy dokonuje si
na podstawie ruchu niedzielnego oraz wakacyjnego. Drogi o gospodarczym charakterze przenoszonego ruchu
charakteryzuj si wyst powaniem niewielkich sezonowych waha ruchu oraz rednim dobowym ruchem w niedziele
mniejszym ni 140% wartoci redniego dobowego ruchu w dni robocze, natomiast drogi o turystyczno-rekreacyjnym
charakterze – ruchem w miesi cach wakacyjnych (VII, VIII) ponad 40% wi kszym od SDR lub rednim dobowym
ruchem w niedziele wi kszym ni 140% wartoci redniego dobowego ruchu w dni robocze. Jak wida jest to bardzo
nieprecyzyjna informacja trudna do stwierdzenia bez znajomoci nat e ruchu pochodz cych z dłu szego okresu. Celem
artykułu jest zatem okrelenie dla warunków polskich, jednoznacznych atrybutów umo liwiaj cych przydzielenie
odcinka drogi, na podstawie pomiarów krótkotrwałych, do odpowiedniej grupy zmiennoci sezonowej. Wi ksza
skuteczno przydzielenia przeło y si

bezporednio na wi ksz

dokładno szacowania nat e

miarodajnych,

niezawodno dróg, lepsze zarz dzanie ruchem, a w konsekwencji umo liwi podniesienie jakoci rozwi za drogowych.
Badania prowadzono na danych pochodz cych ze stacji ci głego pomiaru ruchu z lat 2000 – 2015. W celu potwierdzenia
dominuj cych czynników klasyfikuj cych (zestawionych w tab. 1) drogi zamiejskie do odpowiedniej grupy zmiennoci
sezonowej, zastosowano dwa modele tj. sztuczne sieci neuronowe i ogóln

analiz

dyskryminacyjn

a tak e

wykorzystano wynik GPR2015 (metoda graficzna). Zmienn grupuj c (zale n ) stanowi grupa zmiennoci sezonowej,
G lub GT - zgodnie z tab. 1. W przypadku modeli sztucznych sieci neuronowych (SSN), wykorzystano nast puj ce
zmienne wejciowe: ilociowe (nat enie godziny szczytu), zmienne jakociowe (dzie tygodnia, miesi c w roku, region
Polski, przekrój poprzeczny, klasa techniczna, powi zanie przestrzenne oraz funkcja drogi). W przypadku analizy
dyskryminacyjnej wykorzystano zmienne niezale ne, które wykazały warto ilorazu bł du w analizie wra liwoci dla
modeli SSN, wi ksz od 1 – tab. 3. Przeprowadzone eksperymenty obliczeniowe (sztuczne sieci neuronowe, analiza
dyskryminacyjna) wykazały, e na podstawie wyró nionych cech ruchu, drogi i jej otoczenia w 100% mo na poprawnie
zakwalifikowa odcinek drogi do odpowiedniego typu zmiennoci sezonowej. Mo na zatem stwierdzi, e na podstawie
nat enia godziny szczytu oraz lokalizacji odcinka oraz typu przekroju poprzecznego i klasy technicznej (jednoznaczne
wartoci) mo na skutecznie przydzieli odcinek drogi do odpowiedniej grupy zmiennoci sezonowej. Podejcie to
stanowi odejcie od tradycyjnych metod, w których opiera si głównie na zmiennych ilociowych (zale nych od nat enia
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ruchu). Ze wzgl du na obiecuj ce wyniki, zaprezentowane podejcie mo e znale  zastosowanie przez administracj
drogow jako narz dzie wspomagaj ce do zdefiniowania SFG.



